
Compete with our Pre- Competitive company 

which requires 2 skill classes and 1 group 

choreography class. The skill and choreography 

class must be the same genre.  

Dancers in the Pre- Competitive company are 

allowed 1 competitive extra (solo, duet, trio, 

small group) if applicable.  

          COMPETITIVE PROGRAMS  

            CLASS REQUIREMENTS 2019-2020 

 

 

PRE- COMPETITIVE PROGRAM: 

- PT Ballet Skills 

- PT Jazz Skills or Tap Skills 

- PT Choreography 1 ( Jazz, Tap, Lyrical, Acro) 

 

PART-TIME COMPETITIVE PROGRAM:   

- PT Ballet Skills      

- PT Jazz Skills    

- PT Jumps & Turns     

- PT Choreography 1  

- PT Choreograph 2 

 

FULL – TIME COMPETITIVE PROGRAM:   

- FT Ballet Skills      

- FT Jazz Skills 

- FT Jumps & Turns 

- FT Optional Skills 

- FT Choreography 1 

- FT Choreography 2 

- FT Choreography 3 

- FT Choreography 4 

 

ELITE COMPETITIVE PROGRAM: 

- 6+ Skill classes 

- 6+ Group Choreography 

- 4 FREE competitive extras  

 

 

Compete with our Part Time company which 

requires 3 mandatory skill classes and 2 group 

choreography classes.  

 

Dancers in the Part Time company are allowed up 

to 2 competitive extras (solo, duet, trio, small 

group) if applicable.  

Join our Full- Time company which requires 4 

mandatory skill classes and 4 group choreography 

classes. 

Dancers in the Full- Time company are allowed to 

take an additional 2 skills classes or 2 additional 

choreography classes. 

Dancers in the Full- Time company are allowed up 

to 4 competitive extras (solo, duet, trio, small 

group) if applicable. 

Dancers in our Elite company receive the ultimate 

package receiving unlimited skill classes and group 

choreography classes. 

Additionally, Dancers in the Elite program are 

given 4 free competitive extras (solo, duet, trio, 

small group). There is no minimum or maximum 

for Elite dancers. 



COMPETITIVE PROGRAMS 

BREAK DOWN 

 

Pre-Competitive Breakdown: 

 

Love the atmosphere of the competitive environment but aren’t willing to commit to the 

other requirements due to scheduling, school and other commitments? Our Pre-Competitive 

program allows students to train and compete specifically with one genre. Whether its Tap, 

Jazz, Hip Hop, Lyrical or Acro, PDC has a spot for you.  

         $200.00 + HST per month. 

 

Part- Time Competitive Breakdown: 

 

Explore and discover your passion for competitive dance with this convenient program. 

Train and study the foundations of dance while allowing yourself to join school sports teams 

or extra curricular activities.  Be a part of the crew without committing yourself fully. This 

program is a great introduction to the competitive world and is a perfect balance for the 

academic student and the ambitious dancer.  

                           $400.00 + HST per month.  

 

Full- Time Competitive Breakdown: 

Train and compete with our award-winning Full-time competitive program. This program is 

designed to offer students the opportunity to grow and expand their dance knowledge and 

experience without exhausting their weekly schedules. Students in this program must have 

prior competitive experience. This program is perfect for students hoping to achieve a higher 

standard and personal growth.     

               $600.00 + HST per month  

Elite Competitive Breakdown: 

This program is designed for the ambitious dancer; one who wants to participate in as much 

dance training as possible. Students in this program receive unlimited skill and group 

choreography classes as well as 4 free competitive solo, duet, trio or small groups. Ideal for 

the very dedicated dancer.  

               $800.00 + HST per month 

 


